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1. Introduction :

Fowl adenovirus (FAdV) is responsible for causing several 

clinical diseases in poultry farms worldwide, resulting high 

mortality of broilers. Certain serotypes as well as strains of FAdV 

are associated with a number of diseases, for example- Inclusion 

Body Hepatitis (IBH), Hydropericardium Syndrome, Gizzard 

erosion, Quail bronchitis, Pancreatic necrosii in fowl. Fowl 

Adenoviruses are transmitted by both horizontally and vertically 

[1, 2].

Fowl Adenovirus belongs to the genus- Aviadenovirus (which 

includes a common group antigen), of family- Adenoviridae, 

divided into at least 12 serotypes. On the basis of RFLP of full FAdV 

genome and lack or existence of (partial) cross-neutralization, 12 

serotypes are grouped into five species- FAdV A, FAdV C, FAdV D, 

FAdV E and FAdV 5 [3]. The soluble antigens in FAdV forms 

icosahedral particles (Diameter: 70-90 nm) composed of 252

capsomeres, with a single linear dsDNA as the genome. The 

FAdVs are capable of efficient multiplication in chicken kidney cells 

[4]. Certain serotypes of FAdVs are suspected to cause global 

disease like IBH and Hydropericardium Syndrome characterized 

by sudden onset with high mortality in broilers [5, 6].

Suppression of gene expression in FAdV may be an effective 

way to reduce viral pathogenecity. The regulation of viral gene 

expression can be controlled at transcription level by a promoter 

region having specific sequences, from which transcription 

initiates and proceed through coding sequences till reaching 

terminal site to end. The promoter-sequences also influence the 

activity of RNA polymerase involved in elongation step of a typical 

transcription process. Therefore, it’s crucial to identify promoter 

sequences in whole genome to regulate gene expression in FAdV.

So, this study was carried out through a computational 

method to identify and analyze putative promoter motifs in FAdV, 

considering the limited data on FAdV.

Aim: Fowl adenovirus (FAdV) is responsible for causing several diseases such as Inclusion

Body Hepatitis, Hydropericardium syndrome, Quail bronchitis in fowl ubiquitously.

Adenoviruses are medium-sized (90-100 nm), non-enveloped isohedral dsDNA viruses. This

study was performed in the purpose of identifying and then analyzing the putative promoter

motifs through in silico approaches in the genome of five FAdV species. Method: Genome

sequence of the FAdV species were collected from NCBI and comparisons were done among

these genomes. Then putative promoter sites of all species were detected by using Proscan

program. Result: The identified different types of promoter motifs from in silico investigation

were confirmed and verified with the known experimental data. About 83, 37, 68, 64 and 52

types of promoter sequences were found in FAdV A, FAdV C, FAdV D, FAdV E and FAdV 5,

respectively. From the investigation, about 13 types of promoters were found common in all

serotypes of Fowl adenovirus. The genome size and GC% of five experimental FAdVs were

almost equal. Conclusion: This analytical study identified the promoters which play role in the

gene expression-pattern and regulatory networks. The study may also contribute in designing 

the live attenuated vaccine against FAdV through site-directed mutagenesis in the FAdV 

promoter regions. Promoter-identification will be helpful in better understanding of the 

regulation of gene expression. Also, utilizing the resources of genomics and proteomics, 

inventing effective drug and fruitful gene therapy may be feasible against this virus. 
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2. Materials and Methods: 

Retrieval of genome sequence

Analysis of FAdV genomes

Transcription promoter site

3. Results:

Figure 2: Some promoters absent in FAdV A but present in FAdV 

C (up) and FAdV D (down). The bright green lines indicate 

positive strand and the pink lines indicate negative strand.

Figure 3: Some promoters of FAdV E, which are not present in 

FAdV A, FAdV C and FAdV D serotypes. The bright green lines 

indicate positive strand and the pink lines indicate negative 

strand.

Figure 4: Some promoters of FAdV 5, which are not present in 
FAdV A, FAdV C, FAdV D and FAdV E serotypes. The bright green 
lines indicate positive strand and the pink lines indicate 
negative strand.

Figure 1: The promoters of FAdV A. The bright green lines 

indicate positive strand and the pink lines indicate negative 

strand. The blue box indicates the specific promoter sequence 

a n d  t h e  n u m b e r  b e l o w  t h e  b o x  i n d i c a t e s  t h e                      

promoter-location. The letters above the box indicates the 

promoter- designation.

The complete genome sequences of five FAdV species- FAdV A, 

FAdV C, FAdV D, FAdV E and FAdV 5 were retrieved from the most 

reliable biological databases such as NCBI ( National Centre for 

B i o l o g i c a l  I n f o r m a t i o n  )  c i t e d  a t  h t t p  :  / /  

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/virus.

The genome-size of five FAdV species was analyzed in FASTA 

format. The GC content was compared and numbers of genes were 

also noted.

The putative promoters in the genome of five FAdV species were 
identified using the promoter scan program at http:// 
www.bimas.cit.nih.gov/molbio/proscan/. This program includes 
three databases – TF database, promoter database and non-
promoter set. In this study, we provided a brief description 
especially functions of putative promoters of FAdV species [7].

To execute the study, complete genome sequence of FAdV A, 
FAdV C, FAdV D, FAdV E and FAdV 5 was retrieved from the 
accession NC_001720, NC_015323,NC_000399, NC_014969 and 
NC_021221 (Table 1). The size of genome was identified to be 43.8 
kb, 45.67 kb, 45.06 kb, 44.06 kb, and 45.78 kb, respectively. It can be 
mentioned that the highest GC % was found 57.9% in FAdV E 
followed by FAdV 5 56.52%, FAdV C 54.6%, FAdV A 54.3% and FAdV 
D 53.8% and the highest number of genes were found in both FAdV 
C and FAdV E, 46 followed by 39 in FAdV 5, 31 in FAdV A and 29 in 
FAdV D (Table 1).

The putative promoters in the genome of FAdVs were identified. 
(Figure:1, 2, 3, 4). A total of about 260 types of promoters with their 
sequences were detected in the genomes where most of the 
promoters found in all five genomes are similar. It is confirmed with 
the existing data.

Source: NCBI, 
FAdV: Fowl Adenovirus

Table 1: Serotypes of Fowl Adenovirus used in this study

FAdV. A PRJNA14522 1  43.8 54.3% 31 39

FAdV. C PRJNA65223  1 45.67 54.6%  46  46

FAdV. D PRJNA14523 1 45.06 53.8% 29  29

FAdV. E PRJNA62241 1 44.06 57.9% 46 46

FAdV. 5 PRJNA203280 1 45.781 56.5%  39  39

Organism Bio-project Chrs Size (kb) GC% Gene Protein
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Table 2: Thirteen common putative promoter motifs in FAdV A, FAdV C, FAdV D, FAdV E and FAdV 5
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4. Discussion:

5. Conclusion:

We found 13 promoter sites (Table 2) common in different 

serotypes of FAdVs. Among these, Sp1, T-Ag, CREB, JCV repeated 

sequences, GCF are more frequent. Some other promoter sites are 

less common but important for viral gene expression. MLTF is 

present in all serotypes and all the sequences are in positive 

strands. Due to high affinity, MLTF binds specifically to the TATA box 

of major late promoter. This factors protect a 17bp (-50 to -60) 

region, which has been proved to have role in successful 

transcription from the major late promoter, by both in vitro and in 

vivo analysis [8]. TFIID is another common promoter site in FAdVs. 

TFIID binds to TATA box in the core promoter of the gene and 

regulates the activities of more than 70 polypeptides needed for the 

initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase II [9].

Five different promoter sequences of Sp1 are present in all 

serotypes of FAdVs. Identified major late promoter in adenovirus 

has multiple binding sites for the transcription factors Sp1. Sp1 bind 

only to the -18 GC rich sequences. The distal GC rich sequence 

elements help Sp1 to stimulate gene expression, enhanced by the 

adenovirus E1A protein [10]. HNF-1 beta forms a homodimer or a 

heterodimer with HNF1 alpha to regulate many desired genes. 

HNF1 beta regulates liver and bile acid related genes due to its 

expression in the liver and biliary system [11]. JCV repeated 

sequences are frequent in FAdV A, FAdV D and FAdV E but present in 

all serotypes. In the human neurotropic papovirus, JCV have 

sequences within the two 98 bp tandem repeats that has an 

important function in glial-specific transcription of the early and 

late stage of viral promoter sites[12]. EivF is a cellular factor, 

requires for the transcription from the promoter of the adenovirus 

early gene 4, an Ela-activated promoter. EivF bound to the sequence 

5’-GT(G/T)ACGT-3’ present two times upstream of the Eiv TATA 

box[13]. E4F1 factor activate E4 promoter which play a significant 

role in E1A mediated transcription [14].

AP1 (activating protein1) is a transcription factor composed of 

Jun, Fos or ATF subunit that bind to a common DNA site. Different 

AP1 factors may regulate different target genes to execute distinct 

biological functions [15]. SRF is a serum response element-binding 

transcription factor which control the activity of some immediate 

early genes viz C-fos and thus participates in cell cycle regulation, 

apoptosis, cell growth and cell differentiation [16]. T-Ag is a protein, 

involved in viral genome replication and regulation of host cell cycle 

[17]. In FAdVs, T-Ag found mostly in FAdV D, FAdV E, FAdV 5 

serotypes though it is common in FAdV A and FAdV C also. Another 

important site is ETF. It is the key site, located downstream of the 

start site of the transcription, responsible for the E1A 

responsiveness on the p53 promoter [19]. E1A protein of 

adenovirus activates tumor suppressor gene p53. With the help of 

tumor suppressor protein p53, cellular response of DNA damage 

regulated during adenoviral infection.

 important for understanding viral gene-expression patterns 

and regulation networks. We identified common promoter sites and 

this identification seems quite promising in live attenuated vaccine 

design against all serotypes of FAdV through the site-directed 

mutagenesis in the promoter region. The study may also contribute 

in drug discovery and gene therapy to combat the fatal effect of 

FAdV.

In the present study, in silico approach identified significant 

number of promoter motifs in the genome of five FAdV species. 

These promoters play crucial role in the regulation of viral gene 

expression. Therefore, computational analysis of promoter is
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